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Introduction
There is a wide range of natural watercourses and traditional engineering solutions that can be applied for flood protection in urban and rural areas, such as barriers and dykes. The concept of sustainability has recently been introduced to flood defenses [1] . As an adaptive structural measure, sustainable flood retention basins (SFRBs) have been proposed to facilitate the implementation of the Flood Directive [2, 3] . An SFRB is internationally defined as a natural or artificial impoundment or integrated wetland, which has a pre-defined or potential role in flood defense and diffuse pollution control that can be accomplished cost-effectively through best management practices, achieving sustainable flood risk management and enhancing sustainable drainage, pollution reduction, biodiversity, green space, and recreational opportunities for society [4] . In reality, different SFRBs usually perform diverse functions such as flood control, irrigation, drinking water supply and electricity generation. Ambiguity between these functions may lead to conflict or risk for decision-makers in charge of water resources management and planning. Therefore, methods to assess and distinguish the functions of water bodies have been attracting increased attention in the field of water resources research.
During past decades, many typological approaches for various kinds of water bodies have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] . For instance, the Ramsar classification system [9] divides wetlands into three main categories (i.e., marine and coastal wetlands, inland wetlands and man-made wetlands) and 43 associated wetland types. This classification system is complicated and requires detailed data sets that are frequently not available. The system also does not show direct relationships between the types and diverse functions of water bodies.
In the United States, a hierarchical classification system has been proposed for wetlands and deep water habitats [5] . The highest level consists of five classes (Marine, Estuarine, Riverine, Lacustrine, and Palustrine), and each class has different sub-classes. This classification scheme also hardly considers the functions of water bodies.
Under the European Water Framework Directive [10] , a classification scheme for surface water bodies has been established by incorporating ecological status and chemical status classification [11] . However, the monitoring program is mainly based on biological and chemical elements and is extremely time-consuming and costly. Moreover, the classification system assesses the status of water bodies instead of the functions of water bodies.
In Florida, surface waters are classified into six types. Designated uses and water quality criteria were established for each type [12] . However, this functional assessment of water bodies is mainly based on water quality rather than comprehensive properties. Therefore, to better assess and distinguish the functions of a large number of basins, a rapid and efficient classification method based on comprehensive properties is greatly needed.
One strategy is to build a data-driven environmental model. The basic idea is to first collect and integrate different types of data to characterize the system under study, and then apply pattern classification approaches such as a support vector machine [13] , artificial neural networks [14] , a self-organizing map [15, 16] and multi-label classification [17] to solve real, practical problems. Recently, to handle the input and output ambiguity, Zhou and Zhang [18] further proposed multi-instance multi-label learning for image classification, which performs well compared to traditional pattern classification or multi-instance learning or multi-label learning. Therefore, in this study, to capture the ambiguities of SFRBs from aspects of input and output, the team investigates them using multi-instance multi-label learning.
According to the practical functions, six types of SFRBs based on various indicators are defined by different professions [2] . Uncertainty is one of the most challenging problems in SFRB system analysis, and here the authors focus on its associated input and output uncertainty. Input uncertainty mainly originates from estimation bias and measurement error concerning some SFRB properties during rapid data acquisition. For output, one basin usually has multiple potential functions and satisfies multiple demands and thus belongs to multiple types. As a result, output uncertainty is here regarded as ambiguity in type determination for SFRBs. Function uncertainty caused by hydrological uncertainty is out of the scope of this paper. To gain deeper insight into the multiple functions of SFRBs, in this study, the authors investigate the input and output uncertainties of basins simultaneously.
In recent years, many studies have focused on uncertainty analysis of water resources, specifically for water resources management and planning [19] [20] [21] , hydrologic modeling [22, 23] , distributed watershed modeling [24] , decision making [25, 26] , water allocation [27, 28] , and water quality [29] . Various uncertainty analysis techniques have been developed. For instance, regression, Monte Carlo analysis, multiple modeling and the moment equation approach are all strategies for uncertainty analysis applied in ground water modeling [30] . For watershed modeling, five uncertainty analysis techniques are widely used: Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) [31] , Parameter Solution (ParaSol) [32] , the Sequential Uncertainty Fitting algorithm (SUFI-2) [33] , and a Bayesian framework implemented using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Importance Sampling (IS) techniques [34] . Furthermore, a framework and guide for uncertainty in the environmental modeling process has been proposed, and 14 uncertainty assessment methods were reviewed [35] . Different techniques with different concepts give users some freedom to formulate functions as required. However, most of the abovementioned work concentrated on model structure and parameter uncertainties, while the input and output uncertainties of water bodies were of less concern [36, 37] .
In this paper, the authors propose a new data-driven framework to optimize the multi-criteria analysis of SFRBs with uncertainty. The objective of this study is to identify potential multiple functions of water bodies under uncertainty by using multi-instance multi-label learning. In detail, to characterize the intrinsic properties of water bodies, a Gaussian model with Monte Carlo sampling is used to capture its input data uncertainty. Thereafter, one basin is represented by multiple instances. To further investigate the functional ambiguity of water bodies (output uncertainty), the MIML-SVM algorithm has been applied to automatically predict the potential functions of SFRBs that have not yet been assessed.
Methodology

Data Acquisition
In Scotland, there is a high number of water bodies with diverse functions. The sites of interest are those where the water level can be controlled either manually or automatically. In total, 372 SFRBs situated in central Scotland have been selected and surveyed in this study (Figure 1) . To characterize the properties of water bodies, 40 variables (see Table 1 ) were proposed based on a literature review and field experience [38] . To analyze the functions of SFRBs, based on international expert judgment, empirical studies, statistical analysis and feedback from collaborators, six SFRB types were defined [39] . Namely, hydraulic flood retention basins (Type 1, Figure 2A ), traditional flood retention basins (Type 2, Figure 2B ), sustainable flood retention wetland (Type 3, Figure 2C ), aesthetic flood treatment wetland (Type 4, Figure 2D ), integrated flood retention wetland (Type 5, Figure 2E ) and natural flood retention wetland (Type 6, Figure 2F ). In addition, Table 2 shows the relationships among SFRB types, dominant functions of SFRBs, and the typical examples of each type of SFRB. The data collection for each SFRB consisted of a two-stage process: a desk study and a field visit. The desk study (each site usually takes 30 to 60 min) provided a rapid estimate of most variables by checking information from the Scottish Flood Defense Asset Database [40] , digital maps and relevant regional references such as the Meteorological Office and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency [41] . For instance, during the desk study, the catchment size, land use types in the catchment (urban, arable, forestry and natural grassland proportion), wetted perimeter, length of the dam and elevation could be measured using 1:50,000 or 1:25,000 digital maps.
The field visit was conducted to verify the attributes determined during the desk study. Each visit required three to five experts to attend. With the agreement of all experts, data for 40 characteristic variables and functions of SFRB were recorded. The photographic records of water body inflows and outflows are documented. For more details of how to rapidly survey a water body, please refer to the published guidance [38] .
In this study, due to environmental and human factors, the estimation or measurement of each variable is usually not 100% accurate. For instance, the variable "Engineered" determines whether the SFRB is natural or man-made and how pronounced these tendencies are. The estimation depends greatly on the experts' knowledge. Dam structures with full engineering control such as a modern drinking water supply reservoir or a hydraulic flood retention basin would typically receive values of between 70% and 95%. The variable "Vegetation Cover" can only be estimated but not measured accurately. Dry SFRB covered by short grass can achieve a vegetation cover value between 20% and 70%, while mature vegetation such as a full basin covered with trees is associated with a value close to 100%. Even for the measured data, inherent errors exist despite following strict quality assurance and quality control guidelines [31] . To quantify the input data uncertainty, during data collection, a confidence level (i.e., Low: 1% to 40%; Medium: 40% to 60%; High: 60% to 100%) was introduced and attributed to each variable to reflect how confident the assessors were of their estimations. Data with low confidence levels were subsequently improved by a further literature review or a follow-up field visit.
Evaluation of Uncertainty
To assess the multiple functions of SFRBs, in this study, the team proposes a data-driven framework, which is simply illustrated in Figure 3 . To deal with the input uncertainty, the authors use a Gaussian model and Monte Carlo sampling technique to capture the variability of each variable. Following that, each water body is represented by multiple instances. To further assess the ambiguity of SFRB functions, the MIML-SVM algorithm is applied to automatically identify the potential multiple types of water bodies. 
Evaluation of Input Uncertainty
To objectively represent the status of the SFRB to some extent, a confidence level is assigned to each variable data point. However, uncertainty still remains and makes it difficult to know the true values of SFRB properties. An interesting question is as follows: how can one integrate the confidence level into SFRB analysis so as to get closer to the intrinsic properties of the SFRB? For this purpose, the team proposes a simple yet effective model to determine the input data uncertainty originating from data acquisition (see Section 2.1).
The basic idea is intuitive. The authors use a set of values sampled from a Gaussian distribution using the Monte Carlo method to represent each variable of each SFRB, instead of the original single value. The rationale is that if the acquired value of one variable associated with an SFRB is associated with a high confidence level, the potential true value is expected to be closer to its current value and falls into a relatively narrow range around it, and vice versa. In such a situation, the mean and standard deviation parameters denote the acquired value and the variability estimated with confidence levels, respectively.
One can generate a number of values according to the corresponding Gaussian probability distribution with Monte Carlo sampling. Formally, let xi be one sample of SFRB data, and xij be the j-th variable of the sample xi, a set of values (K) following the Gaussian probability distribution function N (x, μ, σ) (Equation (1)) are generated to represent each variable xij.
The expected value μ is the original data of each variable, and the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian distribution function is defined in Equation (2).
where α is the confidence level, β is the control factor and a positive constant, and std indicates the standard deviation value of the j-th variable in the original data (Equation (3)).
where N is the total number of SFRB samples, j x presents the average value of each variable, which is calculated in Equation (4).
(4)
According to the uncertainty model, each sample can be represented by a set of instances sampled from a Gaussian distribution, which is denoted as Xi = {Xi To illustrate this, take Glensherup Reservoir (56°7'48'' N, 3°24'3'' W; The reservoir example shown in Figure 3) . Table 3 gives the thirty instances that were generated followed by the Gaussian distribution function according to its confidence levels. Figure 4 further plots the distribution of the first variable ("Engineered") on the newly generated data based on the uncertainty model. One can observe that the set generated values fit Gaussian (Normal) distribution well, and provide a good way to estimate the true value of "Engineered" with different probabilities. In this study, the authors model and encode the potential true values using the set of values, which allows for the provision of more accurate information to assess the multiple functions of water bodies. As each SFRB is represented as a set of values with uncertainty (input uncertainty) and it usually performs multiple functions and is associated with multiple SFRB types (output uncertainty), the task of multi-label classification of water bodies is naturally transferred into a multi-instance multi-label learning problem.
Evaluation of Output Uncertainty
Preliminaries
In traditional supervised learning, an object is represented as one instance and associated with only one class label. The task is to learn a function l = f(x) from a given data set D = { (x1, l1), (x2, l2) , ..., (xm, lm)}, where ∈ is an example and ∈ is the corresponding label.
For multi-instance learning, each example associated with one label is represented by several instances. The goal is to find a function l = f(x) from a given data set D = { (x1, l1), (x2, l2) , ..., (xm, lm)}, where , , … , is a set of instances (e.g., Xi is the set of instances generated by the uncertainty model in this study), ni is the number of corresponding instances and ∈ is its label. In contrast, multi-label learning studies the problem where an example described by one instance is associated with multiple labels. Formally, the task is to gain knowledge of a function L = f(x) from a given data set D = {(x1, l1), (x2, l2), ..., (xm, lm)}, where xi  x is an example, , , … , is a set of labels (e.g., Li is the multiple types of one SFRB), li is the number of labels of the example and ∈ is the corresponding label. However, the multi-instance or multi-label frameworks cannot capture all real-world problems. For example, take an image containing many regions represented as many instances, and belonging to multiple semantic classes. Therefore, a more complicated problem is to determine a function L = f(X) from a given data set D = {(X1, L1), (X2, L2) , ..., (Xm, Lm)}, where Xi is represented by a set of instances , , … , and , , … , . , , … , is a set of labels of the example Xi. This is a combinational problem of multi-instance learning and multi-label learning, which is called a multi-instance multi-label problem. To deal with such challenges, the multi-instance multi-label learning (MIML) was introduced. Zhou and Zhang [18] first formalized multi-instance multi-label learning by transferring it into a typical multi-instance learning or multi-label learning problem, which resulted in the algorithm MIML-SVM. In this study, each SFRB is represented by a set of instances modeled by the proposed uncertainty function, and it usually exhibits multiple functions simultaneously, which naturally fits the multi-instance multi-label learning scheme.
Multi-Instance Multi-Label Support Vector Machine
Let D = {(X1, L1), (X2, L2) , ..., (XN, LN) , } be a data set, where Xi ={xi the distance between each MIML example and Mk medoids, and a new data set (ΓML) is further generated. (4). Multi-label learning: Learn the newly generated data set ΓML based on the multi-label SVM classification scheme [42] .
For step 4, multi-label SVM transforms the multi-label learning problem into multiple independent binary classification problems. In making predictions, the T-Criterion [42] was used.
Evaluation Metrics for Assessing the Performance of the MIML-SVM Algorithm
To evaluate the performance of the MIML-SVM algorithm, the authors applied several metrics, which were widely used for multi-label tasks in previous studies [43, 44] . These selected evaluation measures are Average Precision, Coverage, One-Error, Ranking-Loss and Hamming-Loss. These measures attempt to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms from different aspects and they are defined separately. In addition, for comparison, the widely used measures Precision, Recall and F1 are applied to evaluate the performance of traditional supervised learning (i.e., SVM in this study).
Formally, let D = {(Xi, Li), i = 1, 2,…, m} be a multi-instance multi-label evaluation data set and L is the set of labels, where Xi = {xi } is the i-th sample consisting of K number of instances, and Li is the corresponding class labels and ⊆ . Given Pi = {p1, p2,…, pn} is the set of labels predicted by the multi-instance multi-label learning algorithms, ri(pj) indicates the rank of a predicted label pj by the ranking method. Average Precision (Avg. Pre., Equation (5)) is used to evaluate the document ranking performance for query retrieval. When average precision equals one, it means that the ranking runs perfectly.
where m is the number of instances in the evaluated data set D; Li is the set of actual labels of a given instance Xi; ri(pj) indicates the rank of a predicted label pj by the ranking method; p indicates the class label, where the rank is higher than that of class label pj.
Coverage (Equation (6)) is designed to assess how far one must go, on average, down the list of labels to cover all the possible labels that the instances actually belong to. The smaller the value of Coverage is, the better the performance.
One-Error (Equation (7)) evaluates how many times the top-ranked label does not appear in the set of ground truth labels. The smaller the value of One-Error is, the better the performance.
where δ(pj) equals to one, if ∉ , otherwise it equals to zero. Ranking-Loss (Ran.-Loss, Equation (8)) expresses how many times the relevant labels are reversely ordered. The performance is perfect when Ranking-Loss equals zero.
where denotes the complementary set of Li in L. pa and pb indicate the predicted class labels.
Hamming-Loss (Ham.-L. ml , Equation (9)) evaluates how many times an instance-label pair is classified incorrectly [43] .
where i i L ΔP stands for the symmetric difference between the set of actual labels and the set of predicted labels. Q indicates the size of the label set. Moreover, to investigate the sensitivity of parameter K of the uncertainty model on SFRB classification, a series of settings (K = 10, 30, 50, 70 and 100) were applied to generate different sizes of data sets. Afterwards, the MIML-SVM algorithm was performed on all these generated data sets based on 10-fold cross-validation. In contrast to the traditional method of splitting data into only two parts (i.e., training data and testing data), cross-validation is performed using different partitions on multiple rounds. Specifically, all data instances are split into ten folds, and one fold is selected as the testing data, and then the remaining nine folds are used as the training data. It runs for ten rounds and the results are averaged.
For comparison, the traditional support vector machine (SVM) algorithm was also performed on the same SFRB data set without considering uncertainty. All experiments have been implemented on a workstation with 2.4 GHz CPU and 2.0 GB RAM.
Results and Discussion
To investigate the ambiguity of the functions of a specific group of water bodies called SFRBs in terms of input and output uncertainties, an intuitive Gaussian probability function has been proposed to model the input data uncertainty to reflect their intrinsic properties. Then, a multi-instance multi-label learning algorithm (MIML-SVM) was used to assess the multiple potential functions of SFRBs (output uncertainty). The performances were further evaluated by using the metrics discussed above.
The experimental results of the MIML learning algorithm and traditional SVM learning algorithm are summarized in Table 4 . Generally, the MIML-SVM classifier achieved great prediction results, and outperformed the traditional classification scheme [2] . In other words, the multi-criteria analysis of SFRBs under uncertainty has been optimized. Furthermore, with different K values, MIML-SVM achieved similar classification results, which indicated that the classification was not very sensitive to the parameter K in the uncertainty model. Specifically, the mean value of average precision for MIML-SVM was above 93%. In comparison, SVM obtained an accuracy of 84.7%.
Take Glensherup Reservoir (56°7'48'' N, 3°24'3'' W, Figure 5 ) as a case study. It is located on a tributary of the River Devon, operated by Scottish Water. The reservoir was built in 1883, and has a catchment size of 5.5 km . It provides drinking water to the city Glendevon, which indicates that the water body belongs to SFRB type 2. Furthermore, it allows the community to undertake recreational activities such as fishing and walking, which shows that the reservoir also belongs to SFRB type 5. The traditional classifier SVM predicted the reservoir to be SFRB type 2. After integrating uncertainty, the reservoir was predicted to belong to SFRB types 2 and 5 ( Table 2) . Type 5 is closer to the reality, recognizing the dual function of the reservoir: drinking water provision and multiple recreation functions. This has implications on policy. For example, Scottish Water has the obligation to manage the reservoir in terms of health and safety, taking responsibility for visitors by creating safe paths and parking spaces. On the other hand, visitors might not be allowed to swim in parts of the reservoir, particular if the water level is low.
Take Garnqueen Loch (55°53'24'' N, 4°3'5'' W, Figure 6 ) located in North Lanarkshire as another example. The loch (Scottish for "lake") is a natural water body without a man-made dam and supports a healthy variety of aquatic plants and many other reed grasses. Furthermore, various birdlife (e.g., mute swan, moorhen and tufted duck) and fish life (e.g., perch and roach) also live on and under the surface of the loch, respectively. The loch is located in the Glenboig Village Park and has been developed for recreational activities and drainage of the surrounding area. Based on the above prior knowledge, experts judge the loch to fall under SFRB types 3, 5 and 6. The original estimations of some representative variables for Garnqueen Loch are recorded as follows (variable data, confidence level): engineered (10%, 90%); dam height (0 m, 100%), drainage (1.2 cm/day, 75%), vegetation cover (20%, 85%) and urban catchment proportion (40%, 80%). Without considering the uncertainty issue, the loch was predicted to belong to SFRB type 5 by the SVM classifier. After the input uncertainty was modeled, the proposed new classification scheme predicted it to be SFRB types 3, 5 and 6 (Table 2) , which is consistent with expert judgment. The new classification methodology recognizes the multi-functionality of the loch not just for recreational purposes but also for sustainable drainage and nature conservation. It follows that the municipality has the obligation to manage the loch for multiple stakeholders. In practice, this means managing potentially conflicting interests fairly and appropriately. For example, recreational activities might have to be limited during the bird nesting season. On the other hand, wildlife has to cope with visitors during the summer.
The improved classification performance is mainly due to the uncertainty model as it is effective in encoding the intrinsic properties of water bodies into an intuitive probability function. Modeling the uncertainty with a set of instances using Monte Carlo sampling means one instance among them should be closer to the true values, and it will be automatically selected and educated by multi-instance multi-label learning. Therefore, it is evident that input uncertainty and output uncertainty are closely correlated, and performance in predicting multiple functions of SFRBs highly depends on whether someone can effectively model the input data uncertainty.
The function of a water body such as an SFRB may change over time due to a changing environment. For instance, one basin might have initially been designed for hydropower generation (SFRB type 1) in a sub-urban area. However, after several decades, urban expansion and population growth in the downstream area may demand much more drinking water. Thereby, the SFRB previously used for hydropower generation may be requested to perform an additional new function, i.e., drinking water supply. It follows that the basin now belongs to SFRB types 1 and 2. Except for human activities, climate change can also result in SFRB type change via precipitation-runoff pattern alterations. Therefore, to adaptively manage water resources, the function assessment of SFRBs needs to be updated, allowing for multiple functions (types).
In this study, to characterize SFRBs, 40 easy, accessible variables have been collected to support a rapid and efficient classification model. However, this general data-driven model is not restricted to a fixed number of input variables, and more variables can be investigated such as ecological and sustainability parameters like habitats or rare species, adapting to the requirements of practical problems.
Moreover, the framework might also be extended and applicable to other related environmental studies, considering that the authors provide a general model for classification under uncertainty based on multi-instance multi-label learning. The proposed tool should be of particular interest to policy makers and implementers, because it provides an unbiased framework for decision-makers balancing the interests of different stakeholders such as the water industry, municipalities, agriculture, forestry, fisheries and the public.
Conclusions and Recommendations
To assess the functions of a large number of SFRBs in a relatively short time period with a limited number of experts is a challenge for water resources managers and planners. To rapidly assess and distinguish the multiple functions of sustainable flood retention basins (SFRBs) under uncertainty, the authors have developed a data-driven framework based on multi-instance multi-label learning scheme. A Gaussian-based model with Monte Carlo sampling was proposed to reflect the intrinsic uncertainty of the properties of SFRBs. Multi-instance multi-label learning was further introduced to predict the multiple potential functions of basins.
The study shows that by taking uncertainty into account, the prediction of MIML-SVM achieves an average precision as high as 93.5%, outperforming that of the traditional SVM algorithm (84.7%). The more accurate prediction is due to the superior characterization of water bodies with the proposed uncertainty model, which investigates the input and output uncertainties simultaneously. The proposed framework will help water resources managers and planners to better understand the diverse potential functions of SFRBs, which has been demonstrated by two case study examples.
Case studies demonstrated that the proposed framework provides an intuitive way to model uncertain data. For example, the classification of SFRBs is more accurate after taking confidence levels into account. It thus helps to better study the diverse potential functions of SFRBs based on pattern classification.
The major knowledge contributions from this study are as follows: (a) Taking uncertainty into account, the proposed model provides a rapid and effective tool to predict the multiple potential functions of SFRBs in a comprehensive way; (b) The input and output uncertainty are investigated simultaneously, and the multi-instance multi-label learning scheme is naturally introduced to handle a case study problem; and (c) The proposed framework not only complements the study of SFRBs but also has the potential to be applicable to many other water and environmental studies, as this novel and timely approach provides a generic method to handle input and output uncertainty simultaneously.
In the future, the authors will further integrate more variables to characterize SFRBs, and consider the distinct roles of variables for classification via some weighting schemes. The team also recommends that the Environment Agency's current project entitled "Design, Operation and Adaptation of Flood Storage Reservoirs" should consider the SFRB concept and its associated classification methods when updating the existing national guidance for flood storage reservoirs in 2015 and 2016.
